
Hitler’s New Army: Muslims Call for ‘Death to Israel’ and ‘Death to Jews’ in
Germany (Video)

Description

It is no secret that Germany has a long and shameful history of left-wing Jew-haters colluding with Jew-
hating Muslims.

Berlin has been hit by another disturbing wave of antisemitism as hundreds of Muslim protesters,
mainly migrants, chanted “death to Israel” and “death to Jews” in two city neighborhoods with a large
Islamic presence, Kreuzberg and Neukölln. The rally was centered on the ongoing controversy at the
Temple Mount in Jerusalem, where radical Palestinians barricaded themselves in al-Aqsa Mosque in
violation of religious compound rules.

Israel’s Ambassador to Germany, Ron Prosor, slammed the rally, accusing the participants of abusing
Germany’s freedoms and “unreservedly” calling for the annihilation of Israel and Jews. In a powerful
tweet, he also accused them of “flouting democratic values,” “crossing every possible red line,” and
“spitting in the brown [fascist] well from which they drink.”

Diese Schwachköpfe missbrauchen Deutschlands Freiheiten und rufen ohne Hemung zur
Vernichtung Israels und der Juden auf.
Sie missachten die demokratischen Werte in ?? und überschreiten nicht nur jede mögliche
rote Linie, sondern "spucken auch in den Brunnen, aus dem sie trinken." 
https://t.co/3StGBLPM3q

— Ambassador Ron Prosor (@Ron_Prosor) April 9, 2023

The rally was captured on video, which shows protesters chanting “Free Palestine” and antisemitic
slogans. According to the organization Democ, the protesters also glorified terrorism.

Many Muslims were draped in their Palestinian war scarves (keffiyehs), which many believe to be the
modern equivalent of the Nazi swastika, while chanting genocidal anti-Jewish Islamic chants. For
example, mobs screamed, “From the River to the Sea, Palestine will be Free,” this is code for
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eradicating the State of Israel and its millions of Jews.

The rally has prompted responses from German officials, with Felix Klein, the Federal Commissioner
for Combating Antisemitism, and Katharina von Schnurbein, his European counterpart, both
condemning the protesters. Von Schnurbein emphasized that hate speech against Jews is “painful and
unacceptable” and should be punished.

Experts have criticized Germany’s fight against antisemitism. Henryk M. Broder, a German Jewish
expert on antisemitism, lambasted Berlin’s commissioner to combat antisemitism, Samuel Salzborn, for
misguided priorities, including his focus on renaming streets originally named after antisemites. Critics
argue that Salzborn focused on a low-level priority while the city struggles with Islamic-animated
antisemitism and violent Jew hatred.

»Tod den Juden! Tod Israel!« Rund 300 Menschen demonstrierten am 8.4.23 in Berlin von
Neukölln nach Kreuzberg. Die Teilnehmenden riefen antisemitische Parolen und
verherrlichten terroristische Gewalt. #b0804 #Antisemitismus pic.twitter.com/5I8ck6NNO0

— democ. (@democ_de) April 9, 2023

The Simon Wiesenthal Center has also urged some German commissioners to resign due to their
alleged antisemitic comments. At the same time, Rabbi Abraham Cooper of the center has criticized
Berlin’s annual al-Quds Day rally, calling it “antisemitic, not only anti-Israel.” The rally, held nearly
every year since 1996, is an Iranian invention designed to create and increase hatred of the Jewish
people and their connection to Jerusalem.

Open borders Germany

The violent acts and calls for jihad against Jews in Germany and Europe are a stark reminder of the
catastrophic consequences of multiculturalism and mass-Islamic migration. The globalist agenda of
open borders, relentlessly promoted by legacy media, has made life increasingly intolerable for
European non-Muslim populations.

Former left-wing Chancellor Angela Merkel’s decision to allow almost two million people from some of
the most antisemitic countries to immigrate to Germany has had disastrous consequences. The Jewish
community is now suffering from a wave of attacks, threats, and murders, and their pleas to stop
importing Islamic antisemitism have fallen on deaf ears. Instead, left-wing leaders and their media
allies have waged a campaign to silence and prosecute anyone who dares to expose this problem.

It is no secret that Germany has a long and shameful history of left-wing Jew-haters colluding with Jew-
hating Muslims. But sadly, Germany has gone to great lengths to whitewash this history from its past.

If Germany fails to reverse the influx of refugees pouring into its country, the security and freedoms of
Jews, Christians, women, gays, and non-Muslims will continue to erode. It is time for Germany to
acknowledge the failure of multiculturalism and mass-Islamic migration and take urgent steps to protect
its citizens from the perils of open borders.

by Amy Mek
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